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The family
(Bentley,
Bookout, Jayde
and McKinney,
from left) was
photographed
Aug. 24 outside
Chattanooga, TN.
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Teen Mom’s Bookout
introduces 4-month-old
Jayde — known at home
as “Sassypants”!
BY SARAH GROSSBART

or Maci Bookout, being a
second-time parent was easier
from the very start. The star of
MTV’s Teen Mom OG arrived
at a Tennessee hospital hours before
a scheduled induction May 29.
But before doctors could give her
the medication to kick-start labor,
7 pound, 15 ounce Jayde Carter
McKinney was already on her way.
“Everything went quick and smooth
— pretty much textbook,” says Bookout, who had endured a harrowing
37 hours of labor with son Bentley,
now 6. “I wasn’t spending a lot of my
energy on fear.” Four months later,
the social-media consultant is still
(relatively) angst-free. Gone is the
scared teen who handled parenting
duties in between near-constant
fights with then-fiancé Ryan Edwards. Now “I know what to expect,”
says Bookout. And her nearly threeyear romance with Taylor McKinney,
26, a custom-countertop sales rep,
has been an asset too: “Having a
supportive partner makes it much
more enjoyable.” The 24-year-old
recounts her journey to Us.

LEARNING SHE WAS EXPECTING

“To be honest, with Bentley it felt
like an out-of-body experience. I
was just kind of watching myself go
through the motions and wondering
if it was real life or not. With Jayde,
getting pregnant was unbelievable
to us because we had been told I
wasn’t going to be able to. [Bookout
had been diagnosed with polycystic
ovary syndrome.] We had talked
many times about wanting children,
so we would more than likely adopt.
This felt like a miracle because it
happened so soon after we had decided I would stop taking my birth
control. We took 12 pregnancy tests,
one after another, because we legitimately didn’t believe them.”

BABY MEETS WORLD

“With Bentley, it was just this overwhelming sensation. It’s something
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was when he could ride his
bicycle without training
wheels. He started biking
when he was 2, so it was a
really big deal! Jayde has
rolled over a couple of times.
And she likes to kick a lot too.
I feel like if she could actually get
up and walk away, she’d be gone in
a heartbeat.”

SUPPORT STAFF

Jayde’s nursery is
decorated in blues
and purples. “I’m
not really about the
pink,” Bookout says.

that you always
hear about and
think about, but
you can never imagine loving
someone as much as you do your
children. Right after I had Jayde, I
had my mom go out in the waiting
room and bring Bentley in by
himself. He was tearing up and
just crawled into bed and was petting her. It was the sweetest thing
in the whole world.”

SPLIT PERSONALITIES

SAME SMILES

“Bentley has my
mouth and eyes, but
as he gets older, he resembles Ryan, especially in his mannerisms.
Jayde has my mouth too, but she
has Taylor’s nose and a head full
of dark hair. It’s getting more red
by the day, though, which is what
I was praying for.”

HITTING MILESTONES

“Talking was big and walking was
big, but Bentley’s biggest moment

“Bentley was very chill, easygoing.
Jayde’s a bit more dramatic. If
she’s hungry, she’s hungry right
then. She’s also not a big fan of
getting her clothes changed or
taking a bath because she doesn’t
like to be cold. When you’re feeding her and go to burp her, she
gives a little attitude, like, ‘Give
me my bottle back. I’m pissed.’
We call her ‘Sassypants.’”

BIG BRO
BENTLEY

THE GENDER DIFFERENCE

“I do feel a different bond with
Jayde. With Bentley, for a long
time, I was like, ‘He’s a boy. All I
have to do is play with him, and
the men in his life are going to
teach him how to be a man.’ With
Jayde, it’s 100 percent my responsibility. I’m already thinking
about how I’m going to show her
things and raise a woman.”
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“I don’t like to say that Ryan didn’t
do anything [when Bentley was
a baby], because he went to work
every single day and he paid the
bills. But as far as taking care of
Bentley, those duties were kind of
nonexistent. Things have gotten
much, much better since then.
Taylor has it easy because he’s
got somebody with experience
— things are much less hectic
because I know what to do. But
Taylor has taken to fatherhood
wonderfully. He’s actually changed
quite a few poopy diapers. I
think he finally realized it wasn’t
actually going to kill him. Bentley
will help change Jayde too — but
only if he gets a quarter. And it’s

50 cents for dirty diapers!”

Bentley “is absolutely in love”
with his sister, says Bookout.

Bentley is ready for a
teammate! The first
grader (“He can already read
and do basic math,” brags
Mom) is eager for his “Baby
Jayde” to grow into a true
sidekick. “He’s always saying,
‘I can’t wait until I can teach
her how to play baseball and
swim,’” Bookout says of her
son, who will also tackle basketball this winter. Until Jayde
is mobile, says Bookout, he’s
enjoying being her protector:
“If we’re in the car, he’ll put
the shade down on her car seat
so the sun doesn’t get in her
eyes. He’s really sweet!”

